
Title Description Segment Price Device

All City Street Art and Graffiti

Locate new street art, and give your opinion!
This app documents the most active street artists, graffiti artists and 
communities all over the world. Tag and contribute street art and graffiti 
from your neighborhood. Browse artist bios, and share your favorite 
galleries with friends. Put your scene on the map! 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Art

Create your own gallery from the world’s greatest paintings.
A very popular app, which features over 200 world-famous artists, and 
over 6 000 pictures. Customize the artist list to feature only your 
favorites, or browse unknown territory! Full biographies from Wikipedia, 
links to more information, and a quiz game to test your knowledge. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Dali Soft watches

Zoom through Dalí’s paintings seeking his famous soft watches.
A remarkably strange and thought-provoking surrealist game for your 
mobile device!
Fly through enlargements of Salvador Dalí’s paintings, seeking soft 
watches from the famous painting “The persistence of memory”. When 
you find a watch, tap on it to return it to its place. Information on 
paintings also provided. 

Universal Free iPhone

Enciclopedia dell’Arte Zanichelli

Extensiveart encyclopedia with international location information.
The Italian Zanichelli Encyclopedia of Art contains 9 500 entries ranging 
from prehistoric cave paintings to video art. A very handy guide when 
visiting museums, or cities with a strong artistic past, as many entries 
have direct links to rich museum and gallery sites. Biographies, 
extensive cross-referencing, and analysis of trends, movements and 
styles.

Universal Paid iPhone

L'Or des Incas Primary Free iPhone



Love Art: National Gallery, London

Love Art tells the stories behind some of the best-known works of art, 
housed in the National Gallery, London.
Paintings like Vincent Van Gogh’s Sunflowers, or Holbein’s Ambassadors 
are explored through commentary and insight from famous artists, 
writers and experts. Masterpieces by Leonardo, Renoir, Rembrandt and 
Van Gogh are explored, as well as pointers to lesser known paintings 
and hidden gems. 
Students, art enthusiasts, teachers, can deepen their understanding of 
the origins and creation of great works of art. 
Over 250 works featured. 
Video, audio, high-resolution images, theme groupings and image 
galleries. 

Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone

Michelangelo HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Monet HD Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPhone/ 

iPad

Musée du Louvre

Many students can identify the “Mona Lisa”, Da Vinci’s masterpiece. But 
how much more art history do they know? 
With Musée du Louvre students and art enthusiasts can explore the 
collections of the world’s largest museum, including paintings by Giotto, 
Dürer, Caravaggio, and Goya. Photographs and expert commentaries 
deepen knowledge and appreciation of the art works presented.

Secondary/ 
HiEd Free iPhone

Museumsführer Berlin

Your guide to over 200 museums in and around Berlin.
Brief descriptions of each museum and its collections, overview of 
exhibitions, searchability by category (e.g. art, history, interesting for 
children) or by area/alphabetically, opening times, websites and maps, 
and tips for refreshments after your visit! Well-known museums and 
hidden treasures!

Universal Paid iPhone



Phaidon Design Classics

100 timeless design classics for your enjoyment.
An encyclopedic, illustrated history of 1000 timeless design works, 
meticulously researched and presented in a beautifully rendered 3D 
environment. The objects are organized chronologically, easily 
accessible via a timeline. Archival photographs, original sketches, 
patents, prototypes and precise information on product, designer, 
manufacturer and historical context. 

Universal Paid iPad

quai Branly HD

Explore the Quai Branly museum in Paris!
Open since 2006, the museum showcases the arts and civilizations of 
Africa, Asia, Oceania and America. Now you can access the extensive list 
of exhibitions, guided visits, workshops, conferences, performances and 
screenings! Practical information, a video presentation, and suggested 
itineraries, plus the charming option of sending a postcard!

Primary / 
Secondary Free iPad

Typography Insight Secondary/ 
HiEd Paid iPad


